NCOP Operational User Course

2. Identification Number (ID)

715

3. Purpose of the Course

To provide military and civilian personnel with knowledge and skills to use NCOP application as a NCOP Consumer, NCOP Contributor, and NCOP Manager.

This course is a compilation of NCISS courses 710, 711, and 712.

4. Learning Objectives

710: Upon the completion of the course, the qualified student will be able to:

- Connect to NCOP
- Display a COP
- Discover Information Products
- Access Basic Geospatial functions

711: Upon the completion of the course, the qualified student will be able to:

- Utilise Advanced Geospatial functions
- Display Information Products – Advanced
- Search and filter BSOs
- Customise displays
- Utilise Notifications and alerts
- Contribute to a COP

712: Upon the completion of the course, the qualified student will be able to:

- Manage COP Sources
- Manage Information Products
- Manage a COP
- Manage User contributions
- Archive/restore a COP
- Manage Alerts
- Manage Users
- Monitor Business Activity
- Disseminate COPs
- Synchronise COPs

5. Qualification

NATO NCOP User
NATO NCOP Advanced User
NATO NCOP Manager
6. Student Criteria

- Been assigned to a NATO or National HQ, fielded with NCOP.

7. Rank

- Selected Officers
- Enlisted
- Civilian equivalent

8. Language Proficiency

According to STANAG 6001: English SLP 2222

9. Security Clearance

NATO Secret

10. Course Length

1 Week

11. Special Instructions

715 - Course is one week duration of NCOP training and can be divided up into several options for the command, based on training modules, as needed.

Below are some examples of the modules grouped into 2 day sessions:

These modules can be combined or modified to fit the command training needs.
Below is an example of 1 week of NCOP training conducted at an HQ.

12. Class Size
- Maximum 18 (5 for 712)
- Recommended 12
- Minimum 6

Classroom sizes will vary by command training room capacities.

13. Nomination Procedures

www.nciss.nato.int

14. Pre-course Study Material

None

15. Location

External course located at local command or HQ with NCOP installed.

16. Background Knowledge Prerequisites

None